ILIAS Total Operations Solution

Total Operations (TOPS) is a smart, integrated IT Solution that covers the entire force, end to end, from operational capability to materiel readiness, personnel readiness and training.

It connects your headquarters with your hangar where the work is to be executed down to the shelter from where the aircraft is deployed.

If you want to prepare for a mission like Red Flag, you need to know what your objectives are, you need to know which crew to take, which aircraft are most ideal and what type of missions need to be executed.

TOPS enables you to make better decisions faster at all levels and all disciplines, directly impacting the operational capability and cost of ownership.

Provides Flight Schedulers and Planners accurate and timely information on aircraft maintenance and operational status, current flight schedule, flight line situation, crew qualifications and availability.

Utilizes Status boards, Gantt-charts and maps for a comprehensive visual fleet overviews.

Scheduled activities are displayed at a glance, with intuitive color coding that differentiates ownership, activity type and operational status.

Electronic Flight Bags provides a digitized version of actual checklists allowing pilots to access their information up to 75% faster without cluttering the cockpit.

Built on Microsoft Windows for security. Runs on Microsoft Azure and Surface.

This software was developed by ILIAS Solutions
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